




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































? Cf.P.Murray,ed.,Plato On Poetry (Cam-
bridge University Press,1996):192-193. C.
Griswold,“The Ideas and the Criticism of
 
Poetry in Plato’s Republic”,Book 10,Jour-







? Cf.M.F.Burnyeat,“Culture and Society in
 
Plato’s Republic”(paper presented at the
 

























? 以下は，David A.Campbell,ed.,Greek Lyric
 






? LSJ:‘colonize’. Cf.R.W.Sterling and W.
C.Scott:‘he will declare himself its citizen’.
? Cf. Grube:‘set up the government of his
 







? S. Halliwell, Plato: Republic 10 (Aris &
Phillips, 1993): 110. ‘a carpenter has a
 
mental conception of the features and qual-
ities which he must incorporate into each
 
instance of furniture that he makes.’Cf.P.











? Cf.Adam II,79 は，το?α’νδρει?κελονを‘the
 







? ALEXANDER NEHAMAS,“PLATO ON
 
IMITATION AND POETRY IN REPUB-
LIC 10,”in PLATO ON BEAUTY, WIS-
DOM, AND THE ARTS, ed. JULIUS
 
MORAVCSIK AND PHILIP TEMKO
(ROWMAN&ALLANHELD,1982),58-64.
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［Abstract］





Plato rejects mimetic poetry in Republic 10 and explains the reason with three argu-
ments:(1)the argument concerning the nature of mimesis, (2) the argument that mimetic
 
poetry has influence over the inferior part of the soul,(3)the argument concerning the power
 
of assimilation that mimetic poetry has. This article examines the first argument to clarify
 
the philosophical intensions of Plato. To do this,first, the meaning of his unique view of
 
Eidos is pursued;and,second,the meaning of philosopher as likened to painter.
Key words:Plato,Republic 10,mimesis,eidos
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